The projection factor (p-factor) is an essential component of the classical Baade-Wesselink (BW) technique, which is commonly used to determine the distances to pulsating stars. It is a multiplicative parameter used to convert radial velocities into pulsational velocities. As the BW distances are linearly proportional to the p-factor, its accurate calibration for Cepheids is of critical importance for the reliability of their distance scale. We focus on the observational determination of the p-factor of the long-period Cepheid RS Pup (P = 41.5 days). This star is particularly important as this is one of the brightest Cepheids in the Galaxy and an analog of the Cepheids used to determine extragalactic distances. An accurate distance of 1910 ± 80 pc (±4.2%) has recently been determined for RS Pup using the light echoes propagating in its circumstellar nebula. We combine this distance with new VLTI/PIONIER interferometric angular diameters, photometry, and radial velocities to derive the p-factor of RS Pup using the code Spectro-Photo-Interferometry of Pulsating Stars (SPIPS). We obtain p = 1.250 ± 0.064 (±5.1%), defined for cross-correlation radial velocities. Together with measurements from the literature, the p-factor of RS Pup confirms the good agreement of a constant p = 1.293 ± 0.039 (±3.0%) model with the observations. We conclude that the p-factor of Cepheids is constant or mildly variable over a broad range of periods (3.7 to 41.5 days).
Introduction
The oscillation period of Cepheids is longer for more massive, less dense, and more luminous stars. This cyclic change in radius, and its associated effective temperature modulation, is the physical basis of the empirical Leavitt law (the PeriodLuminosity relation, Leavitt 1908; Leavitt & Pickering 1912) . The calibration of the zero-point of the Leavitt law requires the independent measurement of the distances of a sample of Cepheids. This is complicated by the rarity of these massive stars, and particularly the long-period oscillators, which results in large distances beyond the capabilities of trigonometric parallax measurements. The parallax-of-pulsation method, also known as the Baade-Wesselink (BW) technique, is a powerful technique to measure the distances to individual Galactic and LMC Cepheids. The variation of the angular diameter of the star (from surface brightness-color relations or optical interferometry) is compared to the variation of the linear diameter (from the integration of the radial velocity). The distance of the Cepheid is then obtained by simultaneously fitting the linear and angular amplitudes (see, e.g., Storm et al. 2011) . The main weakness of the BW technique is that it uses a numerical factor to convert disk-integrated radial velocities into photospheric velocities, the projection factor, or p-factor (Nardetto et al. 2007 , Barnes 2009 Nardetto et al. 2014b ). This factor, whose expected value is typically around 1.3, simultaneously characterizes the spherical geometry of the pulsating star, the limb darkening, and the difference in velocity between the photosphere and the line-forming regions. Owing to this intrinsic complexity, the p-factor is currently uncertain to 5-10%, and accounts for almost all the systematic uncertainties of the nearby Cepheid BW distances. This is the main reason why Galactic Cepheids were excluded from the measurement of H 0 by Riess et al. (2011) .
Recent observational efforts have produced accurate measurements of the p-factor of Cepheids (Mérand et al. 2005b; Pilecki et al. 2013; Breitfelder et al. 2015; Gieren et al. 2015; Breitfelder et al. 2016) , with the objective to reduce this source of systematic uncertainty. However, these p-factor calibrations up to now were essentially obtained on low-luminosity, relatively short-period Cepheids (P 10 days) that are the most common in the Galaxy. The most important Cepheids for extragalactic distance determinations are the long-period pulsators (P 10 days), however. A calibration of the p-factor of the intrinsically brightest Cepheids is therefore highly desirable. Theoretical studies (e.g., Neilson et al. 2012) indicate that the pfactor may vary with the period, but the dependence differs between authors (Nardetto et al. 2014a; Storm et al. 2011; Breitfelder et al. 2016) .
We focus the present study on the long-period Cepheid RS Pup (HD 68860, HIP 40233, SAO 198944) . Its period of P = 41.5 days makes it one of the brightest Cepheids of our Galaxy and the second nearest long-period pulsator after Carinae (HD 84810, P = 35.55 days). Kervella et al. (2014) reported an accurate measurement of the distance of RS Pup, d = 1910 ± 80 pc, corresponding to a parallax π = 0.524 ± 0.022 mas. This distance was obtained from a combination of photometry and polarimetry of the light echoes that propagate in its circumstellar dust nebula. It is in agreement with the Gaia-TGAS parallax of π = 0.63±0.26 mas (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a) , whose systematic uncertainty is estimated to ±0.3 mas by Lindegren et al. (2016) . In the present work, we employ the light echo distance of RS Pup, in conjunction with new interferometric angular diameter measurements, photometry, and archival data (Sect. 2) to apply the Spectro-Photo-Interferometry of Pulsating Stars (SPIPS) modeling (Sect. 3). Through this inverse version of the parallaxof-pulsation technique, we derive its p-factor and compare it to the values obtained for Car and other Cepheids (Sect. 4).
Observations

Interferometry
We observed RS Pup between 2014 and 2016 using the Very Large Telescope Interferometer ) equipped with the PIONIER beam combiner (Berger et al. 2010; Le Bouquin et al. 2011 ). This instrument is operating in the infrared H band (λ = 1.6 µm) using a spectral resolution of R = 40. The four relocatable 1.8 meter Auxiliary Telescopes (ATs) were positioned at stations A1-G1-J3-K0 or A0-G1-J2-J3
1 . These quadruplets offer the longest available baselines (up to 140 m), which are necessary to resolve the apparent disk of RS Pup (θ ≈ 0.9 mas) sufficiently well. The pointings of RS Pup were interspersed with observations of calibrator stars to estimate the interferometric transfer function of the instrument (Table 1). These calibrators were selected close angularly to RS Pup in order to minimize any possible bias caused by polarimetric 1 https://www.eso.org/paranal/telescopes/vlti/configuration/ Fig. 1 . The visibilities were classically converted into uniform disk (UD) angular diameters (see, e.g., Mozurkewich et al. 2003 and Young 2003) that are listed in Table 2 .
Photometry
As the measurements available in the literature are of uneven quality for RS Pup, we obtained new photometry in the JohnsonKron-Cousins BVR system using the ANDICAM CCD camera on the SMARTS 2 1.3 m telescope at Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (CTIO). A total of 277 queue-scheduled observations were made by service observers between 2008 February 28 and 2011 January 25. The exposure times were usually one second in each filter, but nevertheless, many of the V images and most of the R images were saturated, especially around maximum light, and had to be discarded. After standard flatfield corrections of the frames, we determined differential magnitudes relative to a nearby comparison star. In order to convert the relative magnitudes into calibrated values, the BVR magnitudes of the comparison star were determined through observations of Landolt (1992) standard-star fields obtained on seven photometric nights. The resulting BVR light curves are presented in Fig. 2 , phased with a period P = 41.5113 days and T 0 [JD ] = 2 455 501.254. As discussed further in this section, this period is suitable over the range of the SMARTS observing epochs (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) . The list of measured magnitudes is given in Table A .2. The associated uncertainty is estimated to ±0.03 mag per measurement (Winters et al. 2011) .
We supplemented the new SMARTS photometric measurements with archival visible light photometry from Moffett & Barnes (1984) , Berdnikov (2008), and Pel (1976) . In order to improve the coverage of the recent epochs, we also added a set of accurate photoelectric measurements retrieved from the P. Kervella et al.: Projection factor of the long-period Cepheid RS Pup Table 1 . Characteristics of the calibrators used for the PIONIER observations of RS Pup. They were selected from the catalogs of Lafrasse et al. (2010a,b) (1 to 3) and Mérand et al. (2005a) (4) . For calibrators 1 to 3, we employed the surface brightness color relations calibrated by Kervella et al. (2004) Table A .3 and plotted in Fig. A.1 . They cover the JD range 2 456 400 (April 2013) to 2 457 550 (June 2016), which matches our PIONIER interferometric observations well. Finally, we also included in our dataset the near-infrared JHK band photometry from Laney & Stobie (1992) and Welch et al. (1984) .
Radial velocities
We included in our dataset the radial velocity measurements from Anderson (2014) that provide an excellent coverage of several pulsation cycles of RS Pup with a high accuracy. We complemented these data with the measurements obtained by Storm et al. (2004) . As discussed by Anderson (2014) , the radial velocity curve of RS Pup is not perfectly reproduced cycle-to-cycle. This is potentially a difficulty for the application of the BW technique, which relies on observational datasets that are generally obtained at different epochs and therefore different pulsation cycles. This induces an uncertainty on the amplitude of the linear radius variation, and therefore on the derived parameters (distance or p-factor). Following the approach by Anderson et al. (2016b) , we estimate in Sect. 3.1 the uncertainty induced on the p-factor by separately fitting the different cycles monitored by Anderson (2014) .
Phasing of the datasets
We took particular care to properly phase the different datasets, a task that is complicated by the rapidly changing period of RS Pup. This is an important step in the fitting process, however, as an incorrect phasing results in biases on the derived model parameters.
As a first-order approach, the pulsation period P and its linear rate of variation have been determined with the classical method of the O − C diagram (Sterken 2005) . The diagram constructed for the moments of the maximum brightness covering more than a century is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 . The relevant data used for constructing the O−C diagram are listed in Table A.1. The general trend of the period variation is an increase, with a superimposed oscillation exhibiting a pseudo-period on the order of three decades. When calculating the O−C values, the reference epoch E = 0 was taken as JD 2 455 501.254. This is the normal maximum determined from the SMARTS light curve shown in Fig. 2 . The variable E designates the number of pulsation cycles that occurred since this reference epoch. The initial pulsation period was arbitrarily taken as 41.49 days. The secondorder weighted least-squares fit to the O−C residuals is also plotted in Fig. 3 
As the E 2 coefficient in this equation is positive, the parabola in the O − C diagram tends toward positive values, thus indicating that the period is increasing with time. Both the O − C graph and the parabolic fit are in good agreement with their counterpart obtained by Berdnikov et al. (2009) , who find a secular period change of 7.824 10 −5 ± 1.968 10 −5 (quadratic term, expressed in fraction of the period per cycle). The secular period increase that we derive corresponds to a lengthening of +0.1675 day over a century, or +144.7 s/year. This value is high, but not without precedent among long-period classical Cepheids (Mahmoud & Szabados 1980) . This rate of secular period change corresponds to the expected value for a third crossing Cepheid with a period like RS Pup (Anderson et al. 2016c) .
The erratic period changes superimposed on the monotonic period variation of RS Pup are clearly seen on the residuals of the O − C fit in Fig. 3 . In the bottom panels of this figure, the parabola has been subtracted from the O − C values listed in Kervella et al. (2014) adopted a period P = 41.5117 days for the epoch of the HST/ACS observations (2010) that were used to estimate the distance of RS Pup through its light echoes. It is worth noting that the scatter between the subsequent data points can be intrinsic to the stellar pulsation: this phenomenon is interpreted as a cycleto-cycle jitter in the pulsation period, as observed in V1154 Cyg, the only Cepheid in the original Kepler field (Derekas et al. 2012) . It was proposed by Neilson & Ignace (2014) that the physical mechanism underlying the period jitter of V1154 Cyg is linked to the presence of convective hot spots on the photosphere of the star. This explanation may also apply to RS Pup, whose relatively low effective temperature could favor the appearance of such convective features.
The period changes that occurred in the past few decades induced a variability of the maximum light epochs of 3 to 4 days, that is, up to 0.10 in phase shift. Such a large phase shift would degrade the quality of the SPIPS combined fit of the observables, in particular the photometry that is spread over four decades. To take the period changes into account, we adopt a polynomial model of degree five. This relatively high degree allows us to fit the observed epochs of maximum light much better than the linear model, as shown in the residuals of the O − C diagram ( Fig. 3 , bottom panels). The period in days as a function of the observing epoch T (expressed in modified Julian date) is given by the polynomial expression
with ∆t = MJD − MJD 0 the number of days since the reference epoch MJD 0 = 45 838.0313. The +114.8 s/year linear rate of the period change over the past 50 years shown in Fig. 4 is close to the value obtained from the fit of the complete dataset with a linearly variable period (+144.7 s/year).
Analysis of RS Pup using SPIPS
The SPIPS modeling code ) considers a pulsating star as a sphere with a changing effective temperature and radius, over which is superimposed a combination of atmospheric models from precomputed grids (ATLAS9). The presence of a circumstellar envelope emitting in the infrared K and H bands is included in the model, as is the interstellar reddening. The best-fit SPIPS model of RS Pup is presented in Fig. 5 together with the observational data, and the corresponding bestfit parameters are listed in Table 3 . The quality of the fit is generally very good for all observing techniques, and the phasing of the different datasets is satisfactory. The interpolation of the radial velocity curve was achieved using splines with optimized node positions. We assume the distance d = 1910 ± 80 pc determined by Kervella et al. (2014) as a fixed parameter in this fit.
Projection factor
Considering the complete radial velocity data set, we obtain a projection factor of p = 1.250 with a statistical uncertainty from the fit of σ stat = ±0.034. The primary source of systematic error on p is the uncertainty on the adopted light echo distance. As the p-factor and the 
Parameter
Value distance are fully degenerate parameters, the ±4.2% distance error bar directly translates into a σ dist = ±0.053 uncertainty on p.
As shown by Anderson (2014) and Anderson (2016) , the cycle-to-cycle repeatability of the velocity curve of long-period Cepheids is imperfect. Anderson et al. (2016b) demonstrated that for Car, variations of the p-factor of 5% are observed between cycles. To quantify this effect for RS Pup, we adjusted distinct SPIPS models on the four cycles sampled by Anderson (2014) 
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Berdnikov+ 2008 RS Pup (P~41.5d) p=1.250 d=1910.0pc E(B-V)=0.496 K ex =0.027mag H ex =0.016mag derived for the different cycles that we translate into a systematic uncertainty of σ cycle = ±0.014 on the p-factor. The SPIPS models resulting from the separate fit of the radial velocity datasets of Storm et al. (2004) and Anderson (2014) are presented in Figs. B.5 and B.6, respectively. The derived p-factors from these two datasets do not show any significant bias beyond σ cycle .
We assumed in the SPIPS model that the p-factor is constant during the pulsation cycle of the star. This is a simplification, as the p-factor is proportional to the limb darkening, which is known to change with the effective temperature of the star. The amplitude of the p-factor variation induced by the changing limb darkening is expected to be small. The effective temperature of RS Pup changes by 1300 K during its pulsation (4600 − 5900 K, Fig. 5 and Table 3 ). Neilson & Lester (2013) presented predictions of the limb-darkening corrections applicable to interferometric angular diameter measurements based on a spherical implementation of Kurucz's ATLAS models. For the temperature range of RS Pup considering log g ≈ 1.0 and M ≈ 10 M ), the listed correction factor k = θ UD /θ LD in the V band (in which the spectroscopic measurements are obtained) ranges from k V = 0.9116 (4600 K) to k V = 0.9161 (5900 K) over the cycle. We consider here that this variation of 0.5% is negligible compared to the other sources of systematic uncertainty (distance and cycle-to-cycle variations).
In summary, combining the systematic uncertainties through
1/2 , we obtain the p-factor of RS Pup for the cross-correlation radial velocity method:
Color excess and circumstellar envelope
We derive a color excess E(B − V) = 0.4961 ± 0.0060, higher than the value obtained by Fouqué et al. (2007) , who list E(B − V) = 0.457 ± 0.009 for RS Pup. The possible presence of an excess emission in the infrared K (λ ≈ 2.2 µm) and H (λ ≈ 1.6 µm) bands is adjusted as a parameter by the SPIPS code. For RS Pup, we detect a moderately significant excess emission of ∆m K = 0.027 ± 0.011 in the K band, and marginal in the H band (∆m H = 0.016 ± 0.011 mag). This low level of excess emission is in agreement with Kervella et al. (2009) , who did not detect a photometric excess in the K band, although a considerable excess flux is found in the thermal infrared (10 µm) and at longer wavelengths. We note that the best-fit infrared excess values for the different pulsation cycles of RS Pup (Fig. B.1 to B.6) are consistent within a few millimagnitudes. 
Limit on the presence of companions
We checked for the presence of a companion in the PIONIER interferometric data using the companion analysis and nondetection in interferometric data algorithm (CANDID, Gallenne et al. 2015) . The interferometric observables are particularly sensitive to the presence of companions down to high contrast ratios and small separations, as demonstrated, for instance, by Absil et al. (2011) , Gallenne et al. (2013) and Gallenne et al. (2014) . We did not detect any secondary source, ruling out the presence of a stellar companion with a contrast in the H band less than approximately 6 magnitudes (flux ratio f / f Cepheid = 0.4%) within 40 mas of the Cepheid (Fig. 6) .
The γ-velocity of RS Pup measured using the crosscorrelation technique is presented in Fig. 7 , and the values are listed in Table 4 . The cycle-to-cycle random variation of the am- plitude of the radial velocity of RS Pup (Anderson 2014 ) may induce systematic uncertainties on the determination of the γ-velocity. This will particularly be the case if the radial velocity phase coverage is incomplete. For this reason, while the amplitude of the fluctuations appears significant, it is difficult to conclude that it is caused by a companion. It is interesting to note that the γ-velocity value depends on the technique used for the radial velocity measurement: Nardetto et al. (2008) find a γ-velocity of v γ = −25.7 ± 0.2 km s −1 for RS Pup after correction of the γ-asymmetry of its spectral lines. The γ-velocity can also depend on which lines are included in the cross-correlation mask.
Discussion
For a review of the current open questions related to the p-factor, in particular in the context of the interferometric version of the BW technique, we refer to Barnes (2009 Barnes ( , 2012 .
A summary of the available predictions and measurements of the p-factors of RS Pup and of the similar long-period Cepheid P. Kervella et al.: Projection factor of the long-period Cepheid RS Pup Burki et al. (1982) 1.36 1.36 Hindsley & Bell (1986) 1.341 1.343 Gieren et al. (2005) 1.337 ± 0.038 1.347 ± 0.037 Groenewegen (2007) a 1.270 ± 0.050 1.270 ± 0.050 Laney & Joner (2009) 1.196 ± 0.038 1.201 ± 0.036 Storm et al. (2011) 1.249 ± 0.105 1.262 ± 0.101 Neilson et al. (2012) 1.140 ± 0.003 1.146 ± 0.003 Groenewegen (2013) 1.112 ± 0.030 1.128 ± 0.030 Nardetto et al. (2014a) 1.181 ± 0.019 1.186 ± 0.018
Notes. a Constant p-factor value; b excluding FF Aql; c average of the measured values.
Car is presented in Table 5 . Most authors based their BW distance determination on the linear period-p-factor relation established by Hindsley & Bell (1986 , 1989 : p = 1.39 − 0.03 log P. Owing to the weak dependence on period, the p-factors predicted for RS Pup and Car by this relation are both very close to p = 1.34. The theoretical calibration of the periodp-factor Figure 8 gives an overview of the available measurements of p-factors of Cepheids, including the Type II Cepheid κ Pav . We selected for this plot the p-factor values with a relative accuracy better than 10%. We removed from the sample the binary Cepheid FF Aql for which the HST/FGS distance is questionable (see the discussion, e.g., in Breitfelder et al. 2016 and Turner et al. 2013) . As shown by Anderson et al. (2016a) , the presence of a companion can bias the parallax. The weighted average of the selected measurements is p = 1.293 ± 0.039, and the reduced χ 2 of the measurements with respect to this constant value is χ 2 red = 0.9. If we include FF Aql in the sample, we obtain p = 1.285. The uncertainty of p was computed from the combination of the error bars of the independent measurements of OGLE-LMC-CEP-0227 (P = 3.80 d, p = 1.21 ± 0.05, Pilecki et al. 2013 ), δ Cep (P = 5.37 d, p = 1.288 ± 0.054, Mérand et al. 2015) , and the present measurement of RS Pup (P = 41.5 d, p = 1.250 ± 0.064). We did not average the error bars of the different p-factor measurements from the HST/FGS distances as the degree of correlation between them and the possible associated systematics are uncer- Pilecki et al. (2013) and Gieren et al. (2015) , and we selected only the best p-factor of δ Cep derived by Mérand et al. (2015) . In agreement with the present results, Breitfelder et al. (2016) also concluded from a fit to the complete sample of measured p-factors that a constant value of p = 1.324 ± 0.024 (1σ from our value) reproduces the measurements.
The good agreement of the constant p-factor model p = 1.293 ± 0.039 with the measurements indicates that this coefficient is mildly variable over a broad range of Cepheid periods (3.0 to 41.5 days). This result can be explained by the relatively narrow range of effective temperature and gravity of Cepheids, which results in a minor variation of their limb darkening. Neilson & Lester (2013) predict changes of the limb-darkening coefficient k = θ UD /θ LD of only a few percent in the V band over the full range of classical Cepheid properties. The difference is even smaller at longer wavelengths. The spherical models in the V band by these authors give k = 0.9337 for the hottest phase of a short-period Cepheid (7000 K, log g = 2.0, m = 5 M ), less than 2.5% away from the value k = 0.9116 obtained for the coolest phase of RS Pup (4600 K, log g = 1.0, m = 10 M ). The mild dependence of the p-factor on the period is consistent with the Pp relation proposed by Groenewegen (2007) .
The precision of the parallaxes of the first data release of Gaia-TGAS (Lindegren et al. 2016 ) is too low to accurately determine the p-factor of nearby Cepheids (see, e.g., Casertano et al. 2016b ). The availability in 2017 of the second Gaia data release (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b) will provide very accurate parallaxes for hundreds of Galactic Cepheids, however, including RS Pup, which will be among the longest periods in the sample. The ongoing observations of a sample of 18 longperiod Cepheids by Casertano et al. (2016a) using the spatial scanning technique with the HST/WFC3 has started to provide accurate parallaxes with accuracies of ±30 µs for these rare pulsators. At a later stage, accurate broadband epoch photometry will also be included in the Gaia data releases (see, e.g., Clementini et al. 2016) . Combining Gaia data with archival observations, the SPIPS technique will enable a very accurate calibration of the Pp relation of Cepheids, and therefore of their distance scale, which is still today an essential ingredient in determining the local value of H 0 (Riess et al. 2016) . For the nearest Cepheids of the Gaia and HST/WFC3 samples, the availability of interferometric angular diameters will significantly improve the quality of the determination of their parameters thanks to the resolution of the usual degeneracy between effective temperature and interstellar reddening. Even for distant Cepheids, however, whose angular diameters cannot be measured directly, the robustness of the SPIPS algorithm will enable an accurate calibration of their physical properties, including the p-factor, once their parallaxes are known. (Benedict et al. 2002 (Benedict et al. , 2007 , the orange points are the LMC eclipsing Cepheids (Pilecki et al. 2013; Gieren et al. 2015) . The solid line and orange shaded area represent the weighted average p = 1.293 ± 0.039. Article number, page 13 of 17 A&A proofs: manuscript no. RSPup_pFactor_v3r0 
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Berdnikov+ 2008 RS Pup (P~41.5d) p=1.244 d=1910.0pc E(B-V)=0.496 K ex =0.027mag H ex =0.017mag 
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χ 2 = 2.38
Berdnikov+ 2008 RS Pup (P~41.5d) p=1.246 d=1910.0pc E(B-V)=0.498 K ex =0.032mag H ex =0.021mag 
